[Peri-uvulopalatopharyngoplasty electroencephalogram spectral power analysis in patients with obstructive sleep apnea-hypopnea syndrome].
To study the peri-uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP) effects on EEG spectral power changes in patients with obstructive sleep apnea-hypopnea syndrome (OSAHS). Fifty-four cases were included. The diagnosis was made by polysomnography (PSG). C3/A2 was analyzed by using fast Fourier transform (FFT). Spectral edge frequency (SEF), median power frequency (MPF). a-index, beta-index, delta-index and theta-index were compared with those peri-UPPP treatment. Sleep architecture was improved after UPPP. The ratio of slow wave sleep increased. A decrease of mean SEF in total sleep period. The mean MPF was decreased during stage IV. a-index and beta-index were decreased, delta-index and theta-index were increased after the therapy. The UPPP therapy has an acute effect in improving the sleep architecture and EEG power spectrum. These changes may be related to the recovery of cerebral function in patients with OSAHS.